
Cool Things to Do with 

Kids and Books! 

(But they have to have the books)

Presented by Kendra Wight





The third little pig met a _____



The third little pig met a ___________

Share names, where you work, and a passion

Co-create alternate ending – can take notes on bookmark

Can’t remember “the real ending”?

-Third little pig meets a guy selling bricks, makes a house of bricks

-Wolf can’t blow it down

-Wolf tries to lure pig out with other methods, doesn’t work

-Wolf gets frustrated, jumps down pig’s chimney 

-Pig has made a fire with a pot of water, cooks and “gobbles up” the wolf







+





at the end of the hour you will:

know how Spoilers in your library setting

know what the One Book Card is and how it’s 

used

At the end of the hour you will:

Know how to run Spoilers in your library 

setting

Know what the One Book card is and 

how it removes barriers for children





at the end of the hour you will:

know how Spoilers in your library setting

know what the One Book Card is and how it’s 

used

How often does tween programming 

focused on books and reading happen 

at your library?

Regularly

Occasionally

I don’t know



at the end of the hour you will:

know how Spoilers in your library setting

know what the One Book Card is and how it’s 

used

What percentage of tweens at your 

library would be interested in programs 

that focused on reading?

More than 50% 25%

10% 5% or less No idea



at the end of the hour you will:

know how Spoilers in your library setting

know what the One Book Card is and how it’s 

used

Are there late fines on children’s 

accounts at your library?

Yes

No



at the end of the hour you will:

know how Spoilers in your library setting

know what the One Book Card is and how it’s 

used

How many children’s accounts are 

blocked because of fines or fees in your 

system?

More than 20%

More than 10%

Less than 10% 

I have no idea



at the end of the hour you will:

know how Spoilers in your library setting

know what the One Book Card is and how it’s 

used

Can kids get library cards at your library 

without a parent or guardian signature?

Yes

No



WARNING: This presentation contains spoilers!







Librarian: Want to do a Spoilers challenge?

Kid: What’s that?

Librarian: It’s where you pick out a book you want to read,

that I haven’t read yet.  You read the whole book.  I read it 

too, but I stop right in the middle.  Then you come back and 

you tell me two endings.  One is the real ending, and one is an 

ending that you make up to try and trick me.  If you trick me, 

you win.

Kid: Yeah, I wanna do that.

Librarian: Great. What book do you want to do?

Librarian: Knock knock.

Kid: Who’s there?

Librarian: Interrupting cow.

Kid: Interrupting cow, who?

Librarian: Moo.

















Librarian: Want to do a Spoilers challenge?

Kid: What’s that?

Librarian: It’s where you pick out a book you want to read,

that I haven’t read yet.  You read the whole book.  I read it too,

but I stop right in the middle.  Then you come back and you tell 

me two endings.  One is the real ending, and one is an ending 

that you make up to try and trick me.  If you trick me, you win.

Kid: Yeah, I wanna do that.

you pick out a book you want to read

I read it too

try and trick me







To get (and keep getting) books, kids need: 

The ability to get a card, and encouragement to 

use it.

Help to safeguard materials and return them on 

time

The ability to pay fines, or for lost materials.



How many of our kids aged 18 and 

under are blocked due to lost items? 

How long has the average blocked child 

been blocked?





To get (and keep getting) books, kids need:

The ability to get a card, and encouragement to 

use it.

Help to safeguard materials and return them on 

time

The ability to pay fines, or for lost materials.





















Family Divided by Guerrero, Surviving the City, and A Blade 
So Black.

















https://www.facebook.com/groups/spoilersgame

kwight@sno-isle.org

https://www.facebook.com/groups/spoilersgame
mailto:kwight@sno-isle.org

